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Kol Nidrei, First Stop...

CHELM

Problem Solved! A typical story of the Wise Men of Chelm:
A group of citizens in the town of Chelm were busily engaged in digging a foundation for the new
synagogue, when a disturbing thought occurred to one of the laborers. “What are we going to do
with all this earth we’re digging up?” he asked. “We certainly can’t just leave it here where our temple
will be built.” There was a hubbub of excitement as the men rested on their spades and pondered the
question. Suggestions were made and just as quickly rejected.
Suddenly one of the Chelmites smiled and held his hand up for silence. “I have the solution,” he
proclaimed. “We will make a deep pit, and into it we’ll shovel all this earth we’re digging up for the
synagogue!” A round of applause greeted this proposal, until another Chelmite raised his voice in
protest. “That won’t work at all! What will we do with the earth from the pit?”
There was a stunned silence as the men tried to cope with this new problem, but the first
Chelmite soon provided the answer. “It is all very simple,” he said. “We’ll dig another pit, and into
that one we’ll shovel all the earth we’re digging now, and all the earth we take out of the first pit.
The only thing we must be careful about is to make the second pit twice as large as the first one.”

The Laughter of the Holy Maggid of Mezritch:
While a certain rabbi was visiting Mezritch, he saw an old man come to the great hasidic master, Rav
Dov Baer, known as the Maggid, and ask him to impose penance on him for his sins. “Go home,”
said the maggid. “write all your sins down on a slip of paper and bring it to me.” When the man
brought him the list, he merely glanced at it. Then he said.
The Talmud on Foolishness:
“Go home. All is well.” But some time later, the rabbi
dxiar xaer mc` oi` xn` yiwl yix happened to see that the Maggid read the list and laughed at
zehy gex ea qpkp k"`` every line. This annoyed, even shocked him. How could
Resh Lakish said: No one
anyone laugh at sins! For years he could not forget the
commits a transgression unless
incident, until once he heard someone quote a saying of the
the spirit of foolishness enters
Baal Shem: “It is well-known that no one commits a sin
into them. (Sotah 3a)
unless the spirit of folly possesses him. But what does the
sage do if a fool comes to him? He laughs at all this folly, and
while he laughs, a breath of gentleness is wafted through the world. What was rigid, thaws, and
what was a burden becomes light.” The rav reflected. In his soul he said: “Now I understand the
laughter of the holy Maggid.” (based on Martin Buber, Tales of the Hasidim I, pp. 109-110)
:gE«
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Don’t let your spirit be quickly angered, for anger abides in the breasts of fools. (Eccl. 7:9)
The Talmud and Midrash on Anger, Foolishness and Sin:
• Reish Lakish said: Any person who becomes angry, if he is wise his wisdom departs from him, and
if he is a prophet, his prophecy departs from him... Rabbi Mani bar Patish said: Whoever becomes
angry, even if greatness has been apportioned to him from heaven, he is brought low. (Pesahim
66b)
• Rabba bar Rav Huna said: When someone is angry, even the Divine Presence is not important to
him... Rabbi Yirmeya of Difti said: One who is angry forgets his learning and increases
foolishness... Rav Nahman bar Yitzhak said: And it is known that such a person’s sins are more
numerous than his merits... (Nedarim 22b)
• Elijah the Prophet said to Rav Yehuda brother of Rav Sala Hasida: Do not seethe with anger and
you will not sin. (Berakhot 29b)
• Because Moshe Rabbeinu succumbed to anger, he succumbed to error...(Sifre Numbers 157)
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Gloria Steinem answers...
Q. What do you think it is about you that has allowed you to have an impact? I know that in the
early days people used to lazily point to your attractiveness as an explanation for the attention
you got, but what deeper qualities helped you become a leader?
A. ...If I had to pick one reason, it’s because I have a sense of humor. That’s crucial. It allows you
to laugh at yourself and say when you’re wrong. One of the things that Native American culture
understands and we probably don’t is that laughter is the only emotion you can’t compel. You
can’t make anybody laugh unless they want to. I suspect that the people who last the longest,
who continue to be trustworthy, are people with a sense of humor.
(NYT Magazine, September 13, 2020)
The Talmud on the rewards of
changing one’s mind:
dl ixn`e ipeqnrd oerny `ipzck
miz` lk yxec did ipeqnrd dingp
jidl` 'd z`l ribdy oeik dxezay
lk iax eicinlz el exn` yxit `xiz
xn` odilr `dz dn zyxcy miz`
dyixcd lr xky izlawy myk mdl
dyixtd lr xky lawn ip` jk
Shimon HaAmasoni (and some
say Nehemya HaAmasoni), would
interpret every “et” in the Torah.
When he reached: “You shall be
in awe of [et] Adonai your God”
(Deut. 10:20), he withdrew [from
this method of exposition]. His
students said to him: “Rabbi, all
the ‘et’s that you interpreted, what
will be with them?” He said to
them: “Just as I received reward
for my interpretative method, so I
shall receive reward for my
withdrawal [from it].” (B
Pesachim 22b).

Some Upsides To Being a Fool...
Giving Joy to Others:
The mitnagdim [i.e., those who opposed Hasidism] were
making fun of the rabbi of Lekhovitz on another
occasion. But when they laughed he did nothing but smile
and say: “God has not created a single creature that does
not give joy to others. So I too have been created for the
joy of others, for those who are near to my heart because
my nearness is pleasing to them, and for you because you
mock me.” The mitnagdim listened and grew silent and
gloomy. (Martin Buber, Tales of the Hasidim II, p. 156)

Rabbi Nachman suggests:
elt` oin`dl epidc ,xac lkl oin`i izt zeidl xzei aeh
xtkle mkg zeidln ,zn`da mb oin`dl ick mixwye mizehya
dyrp df ici lre .mixwye mizehya xtkl epidc melye qg lka
`xw`y ahene" .melye qg zn`da mb xteke elv` zepvil lkd
d zeiecr) "mewnd iptl zg` dry ryx did` l`e ini lk dhey
:(e
It is written (Prov. 15:15), “A fool believes all things.” It
is good to be such a fool. If you believe even that which
is false and foolish, you will also believe the truth. You
are better off than he who is sophisticated and skeptical
of everything. One can begin by ridiculing foolishness and falsehood. Eventually he will
ridicule everything and end up denying even the truth. As one of our greatest sages said (Eduyot
5:6), “It is better that I be called a fool all my life than be wicked even one moment before
God.” (Sihot HaRaN, Wisdom, #103; cf. Emet v’ Emunah #41)
Haim Nahman Bialik says of laughter:
So much for the language of words. But, in addition, “there are yet to the Lord” languages without
words: songs, tears, and laughter. And the speaking creature has been found worthy of them all.
These languages begin where words leave off, and their purpose is not to close but to open. They
rise from the void. They are the rising up of the void. Therefore, at times they overflow and sweep
us off in the irresistible multitude of their waves; therefore, at times they cost a man his wits, or even
his life. Every creation of the spirit which lacks an echo of one of these three languages is not really
alive, and it were best that it had never comes into the world. (“Revealment and Concealment in
Language” in Revelation and Concealment -- Five Essays, p. 26) (1915).
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Rebecca Solnit on the foolishness of cynicism:
Cynicism is, first of all, a style of presenting oneself, and more than anything cynics take pride in not
being fooled and not being foolish. But in the forms in which I encounter it, cynicism is frequently
both these things. That the attitude priding itself on world-weary experience is often so naïve says
much about the triumph of style over substance, attitude over analysis...
Naïve cynics shoot down possibilities, including the possibility of exploring the full complexity
of any situation. They take aim at the less cynical, so that cynicism becomes a defensive posture and
an avoidance of dissent. They recruit through brutality. If you set purity and perfection as your goals,
you have an almost foolproof system according to which everything will necessarily fall short. But
expecting perfection is naïve; failing to perceive value by using an impossible standard of measure is
even more so. Cynics are often disappointed idealists and upholders of unrealistic standards. They
are uncomfortable with victories, because victories are almost always temporary, incomplete, and
compromised—but also because the openness of hope is dangerous, and in war, self-defense comes
first. Naïve cynicism is absolutist; its practitioners assume that anything you don't deplore, you
wholeheartedly endorse. But denouncing anything less than perfection as morally compromising
means pursuing aggrandizement of the self, not engagement with a place or system or community,
as the highest priority...
Accommodating change and uncertainty requires a looser sense of self, an ability to respond in
various ways. This is perhaps why qualified success unsettles those who are locked into fixed
positions. The shift back to failure is a defensive measure...
Naïve cynicism loves itself more than the world; it defends itself in lieu of defending the world.
I'm interested in the people who love the world more, and in what they have to tell us, which varies
from day to day, subject to subject. Because what we do begins with what we believe we can do. It
begins with being open to the possibilities and interested in the complexities.
(“Naive Cynicism” in Call Them By Their True Names, pp. 52-53, 57, 58)
The Rev. Dr. Howard Thurman writes:
There is always in every human relationship and in every private life some place for humor, for the
sparkle in the water of life. It is easy to understand the reason for much of the tension that engulfs
us. Sometimes we take our own lives so seriously that there is scarcely room on the planet for any
other life. There is a sense in which our own problems loom so large that they dominate our entire
horizon, and all there is for us to think and feel is that which is central to our particular burdens. We
may, all of us, have our moments when it seems that life is taking out all of its grievances upon us,
that others around us are permitted to make their purchases at life's bargain counters while we are
forced to pay and pay and pay all that the traffic can bear, and more. If this be our mood then there
is no antidote quite like a central chuckle of the spirit. Humor may not be laughter, it may not even
be a smile; it is primarily a point of view, an attitude toward experience—a tangent. It requires a
certain quality of objectivity—the inspired ability to step aside and see one's self go by. To take in
the total view is to establish perspective, and many things fall into place. What is extra, what does
not belong, becomes the source of the overtone, the chuckle that restores the balance. There is
nothing superficial here; there is no cruelty, as is indicated when humor becomes a weapon to
embarrass and attack persons. True humor is a weapon, but it is used creatively when it is held
firmly in the hands of a man who uses it against himself and his own antics. All the gods of
depression, gloom and melancholy must shriek with alarm when there rings down the corridor the
merry music of the humorous spirit. It means that fear is in rout, that there is deep understanding of
the process of life and an expansive faith which advises the spirit that, because life is its own
restraint, life can be trusted. What a deadly religion if it has no humor—what a dreary life where that
precious venture has not emerged. Thank God for humor! (Meditations of the Heart, pp. 72-74)
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The Rev. Dr. Howard Thurman writes:
The setting for hate often begins in situations where there are contacts without fellowship. That is,
contacts that are devoid of the simple overtones of warmth, fellow-feeling, and genuineness. There
is some region in every man that listens for the sound of the genuine in other men. But where there
is contact that is stripped of fellow-feeling, the sound cannot come through and the will to listen for
it is not manifest. What happens behind the walls of segregation when the reaction to segregation is
positive resentment and bitterness? I am not unmindful that there can be and often is an abundance
of sentimentality masquerading under the cloak of fellowship. I am remembering also that all
through the years there have been isolated experiences of genuine fellowship. Even in the South the
walls of segregation were sometimes transcended and a person behind the walls listened for and
heard the sound of the genuine in the person on the other side. But this is rare....
Contacts without fellowship tend to express themselves in unsympathetic understanding. To be
sure, there is understanding of a certain kind, but it is without the healing and reinforcement of
personality. The energy and spirit of the persons involved are not available to each other. It is like
the experience of going to a man's office to be interviewed for a job. In that stripping moment
before being seated, when the full gaze of the other person is focused upon you, suddenly you
wonder if your tie is crooked, or if one of the buttons on your shirt is missing, but you dare not look
to find out. In such a penetrating, incisive, cold understanding there is no cushion to absorb
limitations or to provide extenuating circumstances for protection…
Unsympathetic understanding is very easily activated into ill will. It may be quite an unconscious
step or movement of the spirit. It may be a general or pervasive mood which influences the
character of casual encounters or it may inform, quite intentionally, the pointed, face-to-face
encounter. It breeds suspicion and inspires many little acts of no-faith. It creates an
all-encompassing climate. This unsympathetic understanding may make the Negro say, "No white
man can be trusted," or it may make the white person say, "All Negroes are liars and thieves." It
makes the areas of contact become a no man's land where men move around as shadows in a world
of shadows. (Essential Writings, pp 104-05)
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Yom Kippur Morning...

PETAH EINAYIM (a real eye-opener)

A little backstory: By Biblical law, if a man dies childless, his brother should marry the widow, to
carry on his deceased brother’s name. Yehudah has three sons: Er, Onan, and Shelah. He marries
Er to a woman named Tamar; Er dies childless. He marries Onan, to Tamar; he dies childless. So
Yehudah promises his third son, Shelah (whose name means “hers”) to Tamar (“Stay as a widow in
your father’s house until my son Shelah grows up”). He has no intention of following through
(“for he thought, ‘He too might die like his brothers.’”). So Tamar is living in her fathers house,
waiting. Years pass. Yehudah himself is widowed. Then this happens...
From Genesis 38:
d¬¤lŸr Ki²¦ng̈ d¬¥Pd¦ xŸn® `¥l xn̈z̈§l c¬©BªIe© bi
DzEp
¹̈ n§§ l`© i¸¥c§bA¦ Áxq© Ÿ©e ci :Ÿep« `Ÿv f¬Ÿb¨l dz̈p̈n§ z¦
gz´¤
© tA§ ÆaWÆ¥
¤ Y©e sN̈½ r© z§ Y©
¦ e ÆsirS̈
¦ A© q³©kY©
§ e d̈i¤lÀ r̈«n¥
Ædz̈£̀ x¨ i³¦M dz̈®p̈n§ Y¦ Kx´¤
¤CÎlr© x¤W£̀ m¦i©p½ i¥r
:d«Ẍ`§
¦ l Ÿel d¬p̈Y¦
§ pÎ`«Ÿl `ed¾¦ e§ d¨l½ W¥ l´©
cb̈Îi«M¦

Tamar was told, “Your father-in-law is coming up to
Timnah for the sheepshearing.” 14So she took off her widow’s
garb, covered her face with a veil, and, wrapping herself up,
sat down at Petah Einayim (lit. “Opening of the Eyes),
which is on the road to Timnah; for she saw that Shelah was
grown, yet she had not been given to him as wife.
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When Yehudah saw her, he took her for a harlot; for she
had covered her face. 16So he turned aside to her by the road
and said, “Here, let me sleep with you”—for he did not know
that she was his daughter-in-law. “What,” she asked, “will you
pay for sleeping with me?” 17He replied, “I will send a kid
from my flock.” But she said, “You must leave a pledge until
you have sent it.” 18And he said, “What pledge shall I give
you?” She replied, “Your seal and cord, and the staff which
you carry.” So he gave them to her and slept with her, and
she conceived by him. 19Then she went on her way. She took
off her veil and again put on her widow’s garb.

dz̈Q§ k¦ i¬¦M d®p̈Ÿef§l d̈¤aW§ g©
§ I«e© dc̈½ Ed§i d̈´¤̀ x¦§Ie© eh
Æxn`
¤ ÆŸIe© Kx¤CÀ¤dÎl
© ¤̀ d̈i¤l¹ ¥̀ h¸¥Ie© fh :d̈i«p¤R̈
Ÿez¨
 Nk© i¬¦M rcï
½© `´Ÿl iM¦µ K¦i©l½ ¥̀ `Ÿeá`¨ Æ`P̈Îdä«d̈
fi :i«¨l ¥̀ `Ÿeaz̈ i¬¦M iN¦½ ÎoY¤ YÎd
¦ n© Æxn`
¤ ÆŸYe© `e®¦d
o`®ŸSdÎo
© n¦ mi¦GrÎi
¦ c§
«¦ B g¬©NW£̀
© i²¦kŸp`¨ xn`¾
¤ ŸI©e
:L«g§
¤ lẄ c¬©
r oŸeaẍ¥r o¬¥YYÎm
¦ `¦ xn`
¤ ŸY¾ e©
xn`
¤ ŸYÀ e© K¼¨NÎoY¤ ¤̀ x´¤W£̀ ‹oŸeaẍ¥rd«¨ d´n̈ xn`À
¤ ŸI©e gi
D²¨NÎoY¦
¤ Ie© L®¤cïA§ x´¤W£̀ L H§ nE
© L¤l½ iz¦ tE
§ ÆLn«
§ z̈Ÿg
xq¬Ÿ©
© e K¤lY©
¥½ e mẅ´Ÿ©e hi :Ÿel« xd¬©
© Y©e d̈i¤l ¥̀ `¬ŸaÏ©e
:D«z̈Epn§§ l`© i¬¥c§bA¦ W©A§lY©
¦ e d̈i®¤lr̈n¥ Dẗir¦ v§
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Ed´¥
rx¥Æc©iA§ miÀG¦r«
¦ d̈ i´¦c§BÎz ¤̀ dcEd§
¹̈ i g¸©lW¦
§ Ie© k
`Ÿle§ d®Ẍ`¦ d̈ ć©In¦ oŸeaẍ¥rd̈ zg© w¨
¬©l in¨
½¦ Ncª£rd̈«
xŸn½ `¥l ÆDn̈Ÿwn§ i³¥W§p`Îz
© ¤̀ l`º©W¦
§ Ie© `k :D«`v̈
¨ n§
Ex½ n`´
§ ŸIe© Kx®C̈
¤ dÎl
© r© m¦ip©i¥rä `e¬¦d d²Ẅc¥T§ d© d¯¥I`©
dc̈½ Ed§iÎl ¤̀ ÆaẄÆ̈Ie© ak :d«Ẅc¥w§ d¤fä d¬z̈§id̈Î`Ÿl
ÆmŸewÖd© i³¥W§p`© m¸©be§ d̈i®¦z`v̈n§ `´Ÿl xn`
¤ ŸIe©
xn`³
¤ ŸIe© bk :d«Ẅc¥w§ d¤fä d¬z̈§id̈Î`Ÿl Ex½ n«
§ `¨
ÆiY¦ g§Æ©lẄ d³¥Pd¦ fE®a¨l d´¤id¦
§ p o¤R D¨l½ ÎgT«©Y«¦ Ædc̈Ed§i
:D«z̈`v̈n§ `¬Ÿl dŸ`© e§ d½G¤d© i´¦c§Bd©
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d³c̈Edi«l¦ c¸©BªIe© miWÀ¦ c̈¢g W´ŸlW§ n¦ M§ | i´¦d§ie© ck
d¨
xd̈ d¬¥Pd¦ m²©be§ Lz¨
¤½ NM© x´n̈Ÿ Ædz̈§p«f̈ ÆxŸn`¥«l
:sx«¥V̈z¦ e§ d̈E`i
 vŸ¦ ed dc̈½ Ed§i xn`´
¤ ŸIe© mi®p¦ Epf§ l¦
Æd̈iÆn¦ g̈Îl ¤̀ d³g̈§lẄ `i¸¦de§ z`v¥À En `e´¦d dk
d®¨
xd̈ i¦kŸp`¨ ŸeN½ d¤N´¥̀ ÎxW£̀
¤ ÆWi`§
¦ l xŸn½ `¥l
mi²¦liz¦ R§ d© e§ zn¯¤
¤ zŸgd© in§
º¦l `½p̈ÎxM¤ d© Æxn`
¤ ÆŸYe©
Æxn`
¤ ÆŸIe© dÀc̈Ed§i x´¥M©Ie© ek :d¤N «¥̀ d̈ d¤HO© d© e§
d́¨lW§
¥ l d̈i¦Yz§
© pÎ`Ÿl o¬¥MÎlrÎi«
© M¦ i¦PO¤½ n¦ dw´¨c«§ v̈
:d«Ÿr§ c§©l cŸer s¬©qïÎ`«Ÿle§ i®p¦ a§
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Yehudah sent the kid by his friend the Adullamite, to
redeem the pledge from the woman; he couldn’t find her.
21He inquired of the people of that town, “Where is the cult
prostitute, the one at Enaim, by the road?” But they said,
“There has been no prostitute here.” 22So he returned to
Yehudah and said, “I couldn’t find her; moreover, the
townspeople said: There has been no prostitute here.”
23Yehudah said, “Let her keep them, lest we become a
laughingstock. I sent her this kid, but you didn’t find her.”
About three months later, Yehudah was told, “Your
daughter-in-law Tamar has played the harlot; in fact, she is
with child by harlotry.” “Bring her out,” said Yehudah, “and
let her be burned.” 25As she was being brought out, she sent
this message to her father-in-law, “I am with child by the man
to whom these belong.” And she added, “Examine these:
whose seal and cord and staff are these?” 26Yehudah
recognized, and said, “She is more in the right than I,
inasmuch as I did not give her to my son Shelah.” And he
was not intimate with her again.
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:D«p̈h§ a¦ A§ mi¦nŸe`z§ d¬¥Pd¦ e§ D®Ÿc¦§ l z´¥
rA§ i¦d§ie© fk
zc¤¤NÀ i©n§ d© gT´©Y©
¦ e c®ïÎoY¦
¤ Ie© DŸc¦§ la§ i¬¦d§ie© gk
:d«p̈ŸW`x¦ `¬v̈ï d¤f xŸn½ `¥lÆi¦pẄ ŸecïÎl
³ r© x¸ŸWw§ Y©
¦e
eig½¦ `¨ `´v̈ï Æd¥Pd¦ e§ Ÿecï
À ai´¦Wn¥ M§ | i´¦d§ie© hk
Ÿen W§ `¬ẍw¦
§ Ie© ux¤®R̈ Lí¤lr̈ Ÿv©
§ xR̈Îdn© xn`
¤ ŸY¾ e©
i®p¦ Ẍd© ŸecïÎl
 r© x¬¤W£̀ eig½¦ `¨ `´v̈ï Æxg© `© e§ l :u¤xR̈«
:gx«©f̈ Ÿen W§ `¬¨
xw¦
§ Ie©

27 When the time came for her to give birth, there were twins
in her womb! 28 While she was in labor, one of them put out
his hand, and the midwife tied a crimson thread on that hand,
to signify: This one came out first. 29 But just then he drew
back his hand, and out came his brother; and she said, “What
a breach you have made for yourself!” So he was named
Peretz. 30 Afterward his brother came out, on whose hand
was the crimson thread; he was named Zerah.

And who is Peretz?
oŸeW½ g©
§ pÎz ¤̀ cí¦lŸed Æac̈p̈iO«¦ r© e§ :ac̈« p̈iO«¦ rÎz
© ¤̀ ci¬l¦ Ÿed m¨
xe§ mxÎz
½¨ ¤̀ cí¦lŸed ÆoŸexv§ g¤ e§ :oŸex«v§ gÎz
¤ ¤̀ ci¬l¦ Ÿed ux¤
¤ R ux¤R̈½ zŸeć§lŸeY Æd¤NÆ¥̀ e§
:c«e¦C̈Îz ¤̀ ci¬l¦ Ÿed i©W¦ie§ iẄ½ i¦ Îz ¤̀ cí¦lŸed Æc¥aŸre§ :c«a¥ ŸerÎz ¤̀ ci¬l¦ Ÿed fr©ŸaE fr©ŸA½ Îz ¤̀ cí¦lŸed ÆoŸen§lU© e§ :d«n̈l§ UÎz
© ¤̀ ci¬l¦ Ÿed oŸeW g©
§ pe§
This is the line of Peretz: Perez begot Hezron, Hezron begot Ram, Ram begot Ammi-nadab,
Amminadab begot Nahshon, Nahshon begot Salmon, Salmon begot Boaz, Boaz begot Obed,
Obed begot Jesse, and Jesse begot David. (Ruth 4:18-22)
What is Petach Einayim?
The Midrash says:
ep`vn `le `xwnd lk lr epxfg in` x"`
mipir gzta `ed dne mipir gzt enyy mewn
dgzty cnln mipir gzta `"c ...cnln `l`
... oird z` el
Rabbi said: We have searched through
the whole of Scripture and found no
place called Petach Enayim. What then
is the meaning of Petach Enayim?... It
teaches that she opened his eyes...
(Bereshit Rabbah 85:7)

The Talmud on the Importance
of Being Wrong:
(e ,b ediryi) yxc... `ped ax xa dax
mc` oi` :jici zgz z`fd dlyknde
lykp ok m` `l` dxez ixac lr cner
oda
Rabba bar Rav Huna ...interpreted
“And let this stumbling-block be
under your hand” (Isaiah 3:6): A
person cannot stand on [fulfill, truly
understand] words of Torah unless
they have stumbled in them.
(Gittin 43a)

The Maharal (Rabbi Judah Loew
ben Bezalel says:
zgizt' mikxc zyxt `xwp ik .mipir zgizta
zyxtl `ayk eipir gzet mc`dy itl 'mipir
mikxc
“In Petah Einayim.” For a crossroad is
called “Petah Einayim”, because a
person opens their eyes when they
come to a parting of the paths. (Gur
Aryeh on Gen. 38:14)

On Not Shaming Another Person:
ip` jnn xnele eipt oialdl dzvx `l - ding l` dgly `ide
m`e ,dcei ,envrn dcei m` dxn` ,el dl` xy` yi`l `l` ,zxaern
edelitiy mc`l el gep exn` o`kn .eipt oial` l`e ,ipetxyi e`l
:miaxa exiag ipt oiali l`e y`d oyakl
“She sent to her father-in-law.” She did not want to shame
him by saying, “I am pregnant by you,” rather “by the man
to whom these belong.” She said, “If he acknowledges on
his own, he acknowledges, and if not, I will be burned; but I
will not shame him.” From here it is said, it is preferable for
a person that he throw himself into a fiery furnace, but let
him not make his friend’s face pale in public.
(Rashi on Gen. 38:25)
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The Poets Understand:

The Place Where We Are Right

A door closes

From the place where we are right
flowers will never grow
in the spring.

The last time we met
I wish the sun had been shining,
I wish I had been as gentle
with you as with my babies
still wet from the womb.
I wish I had better understood
what you were saying, underneath
the words, and addressed myself
to those underneath words.

The place where we are right
is hard and trampled
like a yard.
But doubts and loves
dig up the world
like a mole, a plow.
And a whisper will be heard in the place
where the ruined
house once stood.
Yehudah Amichai

I wish you had seen me
once more — a soft woman,
worthy of trust, full
of affection and respect.
Instead you saw — what? -someone angry, demanding,
dangerous. Instead we sparred,
your heart on guard as if
we had never trusted.
But then the moments
when your eyes were full,
they were saying something —
what? I was so tight, intent
on stories, pulling out of you
stories I thought I needed, deserved,
stories that seemed important.
Instead I should have asked, What are your eyes saying?
A missed meeting is someone's fault,
isn't it? And the temptation is great
to blame, conclude the fault
was his — if only he hadn't
fought me, if only he had given
what I asked for. And the pain
is great to imagine the mistakes
were mine — if not for me, it all
would have turned out beautifully.
-- Merle Feld, Finding Words
(New York, New York: URJ Press, 2011)
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Two Theologians On Judging Ourselves and Judging Others:
Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi:
Imagine that you are at the helm of the spaceship Universe, and you are asked to calibrate the
karmic response of the Universe. You might think, if one could get a quick karmic response - for
example, you do something wrong and you immediately get hit with the equivalent consequence the Universe would run more smoothly. Maybe evil deeds will get the punishment they really
deserve. But what would our life, our history, look like if that was the way of things? You would
never be able to create anything. The backlash would be too harsh every time you made a mistake.
So in the end, you decide to calibrate for a more forgiving Universe.
Think about this: if every time you drank a glass of chlorinated water from the faucet, your body
responded the way it should respond to chlorinated water, without forgiveness, you would be in big
trouble. In this sense, we have a very forgiving body, a very forgiving planet, and even a very
forgiving society. If they were not forgiving, what would happen to karma? Say, if every time a
mistake was made, the truly equivalent response was given, who could survive that response?
Imagine if you never got a second chance. We might get slapped down so hard that we couldn't get
up. It almost reinforces the wrong because we feel so down that we don't see the point in trying to
get up. It leaves little room for hope and learning. If evil was always so strongly reinforced, time
after time, by now we would be drowning in it. So there is a kind of forgiving element built into the
universe. It isn't altogether forgiving, but it is a little bit forgiving. It gives us time; it gives us a
chance to work things out. This is what is called middat ha'rachamim, the attribute of mercy.
It is said that when God created the world, in the beginning, He created the world in the
attribute of justice...but seeing that the world would not be able to exist that way...He added the
attribute of mercy. So there is just a little bit more good in the universe than there is evil. This
creates a kind of karma buffer. Every year on Yom Kippur, we see that there is a chance of more
karma resolving. It is something like a compost heap for karma. There is a lot of garbage that gets
piled there, but if it gets put in this place, there is a chance to somehow do the composting. That is
built into the universe. (Wrapped in a Holy Flame, pp. 66-67).
The Rev. Dr. Howard Thurman:
It is a very subtle temptation to decide that the negative deeds which flow from one's life to others
are not expressive of one's real intent. There seems ever available some extra or extenuating
circumstance that gives a ready alibi for such deeds. How easily the excuses come: “I have had a very
bad day," or "For some reason I got up on the wrong side of the bed," or "I have met with so many
personal reverses recently that,...” or "I have always had a quick temper; it is just one of those
things...” Always there is a ready supply of excuses for the negative deed. Very rarely is one willing
to face the fact, even when it is true, that the negative deed was what was really intended.
But when the picture shifts! The negative deed that comes from others to me is apt to be
regarded by me as deliberate. It is very difficult for us to entertain any notion other than that it was
intended... What we allow ourselves we only grudgingly admit for others.
There are two suggestions, simple but far-reaching. One is, that it is well to be mindful that so
much which is negative has moved from one's self toward others that it is sound to practice charity
toward others for the negative things that move from others toward one's self. This means the
relaxing of the will to ascribe to others motives that one denies when the same motives are ascribed
to one's self. The other suggestion is, that in the final analysis, judgment belongs to God. Every
judgment that I pass upon my fellows is a self-judgment. Judgment can only be whole and creative
when it takes place in a context of full and absolute knowledge. Full and absolute knowledge even of
one's self is never possible; how can it be with reference to others? Again, it becomes us to
say with true humility, “Judgment belongs to God”; and one can only pray, “Search me, O God, and
know my heart!” (Meditations of the Heart, pp. 37-38)
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I seek courage to see the true thing. It is a fearful admission that courage is required to see the
true thing. So much of my vision is blurred by my fears, my anxieties, my narrow self interests that I
find difficulty sometimes in giving full range to a searching scrutiny. It may be that I suspect the
effect on me of seeing things in their true light. Waiting in the quiet experience of worship I seek the
courage, the push of God, to see the true thing in everything with which I am involved.
I seek courage to do the true thing. To see the true thing is not necessarily to do the true thing.
It may be that it takes a heightened form of courage to do the true thing. The act carries with it its
own commitment. The act of a person finally involves the person and he is required at last to back
his deed. Therefore, to do the true thing places a searching liability on the integrity of the person
who does the deed. We want always to escape the full liability for the deed. The truer the deed, the
more the responsibility involves all of a man's life. I seek courage to do the true thing that my own
life may not be double talk. Here, in the quietness of worshipful waiting, I seek courage to do the
true thing.
I seek courage to see and to do the true thing.
(Meditations of the Heart, pp. 166-67)
Never to be forgotten is the fact that the real possibility of failure, deriving from the constant threat
of error, is one of the real challenges of growth. To guard against this and be prepared to deal with it
when it occurs is an authentic discipline of the spirit. To be victimized by error and at the same time
keep on making choices with integrity is to grow in grace. And for the religious man, it is to grow
not only in grace but also in the knowledge and experience of God. (Essential Writings, p 44)
It is exceedingly difficult to keep from encouraging in oneself that which one condemns in other
people. Vices are apt to take on the halo of virtues when they are part of one's own behavior, but
seen in others they are regarded as being what in truth they are. If my neighbor squeezes the
maximum amount of work out of a person for an absolute minimum of pay, I may certainly call it
exploitation. If I do the same thing, I am apt to congratulate myself. What I would consider as a
pose or pretense in my neighbor is apt to be called genuine when I do it. This tendency toward
self-deception appears in one's attitude toward matters of social change. We tend to condemn in the
system what we do not recognize in ourselves. Sins do not exist in general; they are specific,
concrete, carrying their weight measured in terms of fearful accuracy. We do not sin against
humanity; we sin against persons who have names, who are actual, breathing, human beings. The
root of what I condemn in society is found at long last in the soil of my own backyard. What I seek
to eradicate in society that it may become whole and clean and righteous, I must first attack in my
own heart and life. There is no substitute for this. (Deep Is the Hunger, p 99)
It is of immeasurable comfort to remember that much of the chaos and disorder of our own lives is
rooted in causes that are understandable; much of the evil in life is reasonable, in the sense that its
roots can be traced and it is not necessary to place the blame upon the devil or some blind senseless
process. The naked responsibility for human misery, you and I and ordinary human beings like us
must accept. In this doomful fact there is the ground of hope, because it means that, in the creation
of man, God provided for limitless resourcefulness, and because any situation, however chaotic, can
be understood and reconstructed if we have no fear to do, if need be, the radical, the revolutionary
deed. (Deep Is the Hunger, p. 27)
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Yom Kippur Torah Service...

THE SITRA ACHARA

From The Zohar - Sitra Achara as Division:
Wx©R§ z§ `¦ e§ `Ÿz§
© l xA© g¦ d`¨ n̈c§ w© Wg̈p̈ `Edd© c§ däŸeg `c̈e§
Kix¦h§ v§ `¦ C§ oi¦bA§ .`n̈§lr̈§l mxb̈
© C§ dn© mxB̈
© KM̈ oi¦baE
§ .`¨li¥rl§
Kix¦h§ v§ `¦ `C̈ lM̈ mr¦ e§ ....`¨li¥rl§ `x¨A§ g§
© lE `Ÿz§
© l `Ẅx¨t§ `§
©l
`Ed 'd .`c̈ExiR¦ `¨lA§ cg© `¨lŸM ï§i midl¡
¦ `C¤ rc§©pn§¦ l
,`c̈ExiR¦ i¥eW©
§ i `¨le§ cg© `¨NŸkC§ Wp̈ xA© rc§©pi¦ ck© e§ .midl¡
¦ `d̈
`¨le§ `n̈§lr̈ lr© n¥ w©lY§ q¦
§ i `x¢
¨g`¨ `x¨h§ q¦ `id¦ d© ENit£̀
¦
`d̈ .zŸexŸe`n¦§ l Eid̈e§ aiz¦ k§ c¦ `f̈x¨ Epi§id© e§ .`Ÿz§
© l KW© n§ z§ `¦
.z¤en̈ `x¢
¨g`¨ `x¨h§ q¦ .xŸe` `g̈Ÿen .`ẅ§lq© `g̈Ÿen xzÄ
© dR̈i¦lw§
w©NY© q§ `¦ xŸe` i`d© ck© e§ .`c̈ExiR¦ A§ z¤en̈ .oeëz§ `© C§ xEAg¦ A§ xŸe`
...`c̈ExiR¦ C§ z¤en̈ oeëz§ `© a§ `xÄ
¨ g© z§ n¦ ,oÖY© n¦
This is the sin of the primeval serpent, who
unites below but divides above. And because of
this he caused what he caused to the world. The
right way is to recognize diversity below but
unity above... Therefore it is necessary for
human beings to acknowledge that “Elohim”
and “Adonai” are one and the same without any
separation: “Adonai hu HaElohim” (I Kings
13:39); and when humankind will universally
acknowledge this absolute unity, the evil power
(Sitra Achara) itself will be removed from the
world, and exercise no more influence below.
This is hinted in the word meorot, which is made
up of or (light), surrounded by mot (death), just
as the brain, symbolic of light, is enveloped in a
membrane symbolic of the Sitra Achara) which is
death. Should the light (or) be removed, the
letters on either side would coalesce and form
death (mot).... (Zohar I 12b)

Rabbi Adin Steinsaltz explains:
Sitra Achara is that which defines the world as
having two sides: one belonging to God and
all that recognize [God’s] sovereignty, and the
other side, Sitra Achra -- all the rest. (The Long
Shorter Way)
On Opposition:
A man once asked the Rav (Shneur Zalman of
Liadi) in jest: “Will the Messiah be a hasid or
a mitnaged?” He answered: “I think a
mitnaged, for if he were a hasid, the
mitnagdim would not believe in him; but the
hasidim will believe in him, no matter what he
is.” (Martin Buber, Tales of the Hasidim I, p.
270-71)
Rabbi Pinchas of Koretz teaches:
“[To guide others] in the right way, one must
not grow angry at them. For anger does not
only make one’s soul impure; it transfers
impurity to the souls of those with whom one
is angry.” Another time he said: “Since I have
tamed my anger, I keep it in my pocket. When
I need it, I take it out.” (Martin Buber, Tales of
the Hasidim I, p. 128)

From The Zohar - Sitra Achara as Anger:
ck© Cf
§ .hX© R̈z§ `¦ C§ KWŸ
¤ gC§ `äEax§r¦ cg© C§ xa§
© l `Ẅix¥ Edi`¦ ...`x£
¨g`© `x¨h§ q¦ A§ iC¦ oi¦Bx§C© zŸegY§ `n̈i§Iw© C§ ,dc̈Ew§pC¦ `Ẅix¥
.siT¦ Y© `f̈§bEx `¨NŸM i¥edn§
¤ l ...`C̈ lr© `C̈ ,`f̈§bEx xzÄ
© `f̈§bEx li¦f`¨ e§ ,`p̈p̈Y§ `Edd© hX© R̈z§ `¦ ,siT¦ Y© `f̈§bEx ŸeBn¦ `ẅtp̈
§ `p̈p̈Y§
(`''r l''w) `p̈p̈Y§ hX© R̈z§ `¦ xzä§
© lE ,`ḧX§ R© z§ `§
¦ l dc̈Ew§p cg̈C§ Ewig¦ c§ A¦ `f̈§bEx ŸeBn¦ wig¦ C̈ ,`ḧX§ R© z§ `§
¦ l `p̈p̈Y§ ix£̀
¦ Ẅ ck© eg
§
.`Ẅ`¨ a§ `§
© l miM¦ g© `ïe§g¦ cg© M§ ,EniT¦ r© A§ `f̈§bExC§
The tip of the point, which is situated below the [holy] levels,is in “the other side” (Sitra
Achara)... the source of the opaque darkness that spreads. When the smoke started to come out
of the furious anger, the smoke spread farther and farther, anger after anger, one upon another...
so that all was a furious anger. And when the smoke began to spread it emitted from the anger
the emission of a single point, that it might spread. Subsequently, the smoke of the anger spread
out in a curling fashion, like the cunning snake, in order to do evil. (Zohar 242b)
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The Talmud on the Dangers of Anger:
,Ÿezn̈£gA© eic̈b̈A§ rx¥ẅn§ d© :ixEp
¦ oA¤ op̈g̈Ÿei iA¦ x© mEXn¦ xn© `¨ W¤ `x¨b§ `© xA© `ẗ§lig¦ mEXn¦ xnŸ¥ e` xf̈r̈§l ¤̀ oA¤ oŸern§ W¦ iA¦ x© ,`ï§pz© d̈e§
mŸeId© :rx¨d̈ xv¤ ¥i lW¤ ŸezEpÖE` KM̈W¤ .dxf̈
¨ dc̈Ÿea£r c¥aŸerM§ Li¤pi¥rA§ `d§
¥ i ,Ÿezn̈£gA© eiz̈Ÿern§ x¥Gt© n§ d© e§ ,Ÿezn̈£gA© ei¨lM¥ xA¥ W© n§ d© e§
.c¥aŸere§ K¥lŸede§ dxf̈
¨ dc̈Ÿea£r cŸea£r Ÿel xnŸ¥ e`W¤ cr© ,KM̈ dU£
¥ r Ÿel xnŸ¥ e` xg̈n̈§lE ,KM̈ dU£
¥ r Ÿel xnŸ¥ e`
It was taught in a baraita that Rabbi Shimon ben Elazar says in the name of Hilfa bar Agra, who said
in the name of Rabbi Yohanan ben Nuri: One who rends his garments in his anger, or who breaks
his vessels in his anger, or who scatters his money in his anger, should be like an idol worshipper in
your eyes, for that is the craft of the yetzer hara. Today it tells him do this, and tomorrow it tells him
do that, until it tells him worship idols and he goes and worships idols. (Shabbat 105b)
Once, in the synagogue in Tiberias, it happened that Rabbi Eleazar and Rabbi Yose differed so
sharply about a certain ruling that in their rage a Torah scroll got torn. Rabbi Yose ben Kisma, who
was there, said, “I shall be surprised if this synagogue does not become a house of idolatry.” And so
it did. (Yevamot 96b)
Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi on opposition, anger and change:
Now the first Temple was destroyed around the year 600 B.C.E., in a time known among some
people as the axial age, the age "when things turned." That was around the time when Socrates,
Plato, Aristotle, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Zarathustra, the Buddha, Mahavira, Lao-Tzu, and
Confucius were active. It was like a blip on the radar of the Global Brain, as if the Global Brain was
having an “aha” moment. The big “aha” eventually disappeared, but there were some people who
codified the "aha" in each situation, and religions were formed as a result.
Now what happens between these paradigms, say, when polytheism is making the transition into
monotheism, which is deistic and anthropomorphic? When this is happening, the old starts to break
down, and usually, a battle ensues. Can you imagine people saying, “No, no, not this kind of
invisible God who looks like a human being! God is a bull, a calf!” That is why they chose the
golden calf. It was the comfortable “old-time religion” of that period, sort of a throwback. When
you decide to let go of the old paradigm, there is always a struggle. People who say, “We have to do
it just as our parents did,” will insist and get very angry. It is a battle between two opposing points of
view, different paradigms...(Wrapped in a Holy Flame, pp. 18-19)
Rebecca Solnit writes:
Sometimes there are good reasons for a strong response, including the prevention of further harm.
But more often, lashing out is a way to avoid looking inward. A 2001 study by Jennifer Lerner and
Dacher Keltner found that feeling angry made people as optimistic about the outcome of a situation
as feeling happy. In other words, anger may make people miserable, but it also makes them more
confident and crowds out other, more introspective miseries: pain, fear, guilt, uncertainty,
vulnerability. We'd rather be mad than sad.
In our political conversations, anger is constantly invoked yet rarely examined. What exactly is it?
At its most basic, it is a physiological reaction to threat, one we share with other mammals. Anger
manifests as a collection of somatic responses—accelerated heart rate, increased blood pressure,
heightened body temperature—that are associated with alertness, focus, readiness to act. But the
similarity to other animals ends there. Where a dog may growl, bristle, or bite you if you poke it with
a stick, it will have no such reaction if you insult its god or its sports team or talk about someone
you know who poked another dog. In fact, a good deal of clickbait journalism amounts to stories
about someone, somewhere, poking another dog; our taste for indignation is a leash easily yanked.
For our species, with its imaginative and narrative capacities, challenges to one's status, beliefs,
and advantages also register as threats. Human anger is a response to insecurity both literal and
imagined, to any sense that our physical or social or emotional welfare is at risk Attacks of fury can
bring on strokes and heart attacks and blood clots. We routinely die of rage.
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At its mildest, the emotion is no more than annoyance, an aversion to minor unpleasantness.
Annoyance with an ethical character becomes indignation: not only do I dislike that, but it also
should not have happened. Indeed, anger generally arises from a sense of being wronged. In this
respect, my conviction that you should not have eaten the last slice resembles my conviction that we
should not have bombed Iraq: in each case, I see an injustice and wish it to be righted. Anger that is
motivated by more than a mammalian instinct for self-protection operates by an ethic, a sense of
how things ought or ought not to be. But the sentiment's ethical component doesn't explain its
psychological effects. Anger is hostile to understanding. At its most implacable or extreme, it
prevents comprehension of a situation, of the people you oppose, of your own role and
responsibilities. It's not for nothing that we call rages "blind."...
On social media, audiences give perfunctory attention to facts so that they can move on to the
pleasure of righteous wrath about the latest person who has said or done something wrong...
Anger-provoking content is more likely to succeed, more likely to 'stick," not least because anger
itself is a way the mind gets stuck...
Rage is not quite the same thing as outrage. You might say that the latter is motivated less by
wrath at what has been done than by empathy for those it has been done to...
Most committed activists are motivated by love, though love and hate can blur: one can claim to
hate on the grounds that one's hate is against what menaces what one loves... Some start out with
love and make the long journey to hate unintentionally. Anger is not hate, but when the desire to
harm that it can arouse settles on a designated target—that's hate...
As [Martha] Nussbaum points out, "People with an overweening sense of their own privilege ...
seem particularly prone to angry displays." The more you expect to get your own way, in other
words, the more upset you are likely to be at being thwarted; those who are most thwarted must
learn to apportion their wrath with care. Indeed, the most deeply wronged are often the least
interested in resentment... (“Facing the Furies” in Call Them By Their True Names, pp. 60-65)
The Sitra Achara and Its Delusions:
Once the rabbi of Apt spoke of the world of illusion in which the souls of all those who die deluded
by their own vanity stray. And he told this story:
"A few years ago during a very cold winter a poor man went to buy wood in the market place of
our town. He wanted to warm the room for his wife who had just borne a child. There were
only a few logs left and he was just about to purchase them when the head of the community
appeared and outbid him. The poor man who could not pay a higher price begged him in vain to
have pity on his wife and child. That night the woman and baby fell sick, and they died a few
days later. The man survived them for only a short while; but on the very day he died the head
of the community died too.
Then the souls of both men appeared to me in a dream. For the poor man had summoned
his opponent to my court. I pronounced the judgment. Many times in the course of his life the
head of the community had been brought before worldly judges on the complaints of those he
had oppressed and tormented, but since he was well versed in all the intricacies of the law, he
had always had the suits referred to one higher court after another until he managed to get
himself acquitted. Even now, in the world of illusion, he seemed just as sure of himself as he had
been on earth and appealed to a higher judge. [The higher judge] came without delay, but
contrary to expectations he not only agreed with my judgment but pronounced an even harsher
sentence.
'I'll teach the judge!' shouted the accused and again appealed to a still higher court. But when
the court convened, his sentence was again raised.
'If I have to go to the emperor himself, I'll see this thing through!' shouted the head of the
community.
By now he has gotten as far as the governor." (Martin Buber, Tales of the Hasidim II, p. 114)
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The Rev. Dr. Howard Thurman writes:
During these turbulent times we must remind ourselves repeatedly that life goes on. This we are apt
to forget. The wisdom of life transcends our wisdoms; the purpose of life outlasts our purposes; the
process of life cushions our processes. The mass attack of disillusion and despair, distilled out of the
collapse of hope, has so invaded our thoughts that what we know to be true and valid seems unreal
and ephemeral. There seems to be little energy left for aught but futility. This is the great
deception. By it whole peoples have gone down to oblivion without the will to affirm the great and
permanent strength of the clean and the commonplace. Let us not be deceived. It is just as
important as ever to attend to the little graces by which the dignity of our lives is maintained and
sustained. Birds still sing; the stars continue to cast their gentle gleam over the desolation of the
battlefields, and the heart is still inspired by the kind word and the gracious deed. There is no need
to fear evil. There is every need to understand what it does, how it operates in the world,
what it draws upon to sustain itself. We must not shrink from the knowledge of the evilness of
evil. Over and over we must know that the real target of evil is not destruction of the body, the
reduction to rubble of cities; the real target of evil is to corrupt the spirit of man and to give to his
soul the contagion of inner disintegration. When this happens, there is nothing left, the very citadel
of man is captured and laid waste. Therefore the evil in the world around us must not be
allowed to move from without to within. This would be to be overcome by evil. To drink in the
beauty that is within reach, to clothe one's life with simple deeds of kindness, to keep alive a
sensitiveness to the movement of the spirit of God in the quietness of the human heart and in the
workings of the human mind—this is as always the ultimate answer to the great deception.
(Meditations of the Heart, pp. 110-11)
There is a dynamic quality in the residue which points up the paradox of hate. Hatred may
become a foundation upon which the personality stands in an effort to establish a dreadful
emotional security. It is possible for a personal significance to emerge on the other side of hate that
becomes a form of self-validation. As such it is so intensely personal and private that it becomes a
fortress for the ego structure. For a limited and on occasion extended time interval the individual
seems to be impregnable. When this happens the very hatred itself becomes an internal rallying
center for the personality. The energy generated may be regarded as the strength of a kind of
neurosis. Surplus energy is created and placed at the disposal of the individual's needs and ends. The
whole personality seems to be alerted. All kinds of supports for implementing one's affirmed or
confirmed position are seized upon. A strange new cunning possesses the mind, and every
opportunity for taking advantage, for defeating, for striking out against the enemy is revealed in clear
perspective. An amazing quality of endurance emerges. It must never he forgotten that hate has an
endurance capability in what it may inspire the human spirit to suffer and to sustain…
Hate also wills the nonexistence of another human being. It is not the same as willing the
destruction of another person; such is often the aim of bitterness and hostility. Hate is at another
and a more profound level; it undermines the very being of the other by affirming his nonexistence
and accepting this affirmation as true and authentic. It is a withdrawal of sanction of the other as
existing. The person is not destroyed, for this would be to acknowledge his existence, but it is to say
that he is not there. Of course this is a delusion, but it may be extremely functional in
behavior. This is refined evil. (Essential Writings, pp 105-06)
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Rabbi Levi Yitzhak of Berditchev on the Sitra Achara’s Main Weapon - Our Yetzer Hara:
When Levi Yitzhak was young, a rich man chose him for his son-in-law because of his amazing
gifts—for such was the custom. As a mark of respect for his prominent father-in-law, they honored
him in the first year of his marriage, by asking him to recite the passage, "Unto thee it was shown. .
." before the congregation in the House of Prayer, on the Day of Rejoicing in the Law. He went to
the pulpit and, for a while, stood motionless. Then he put out his hand to take his prayer shawl, but
laid it down again and stood without moving as before. The heads of the community bade the
servant whisper to him not to weary the assemblage, but to begin. "Very well," he said and took the
prayer shawl in his hand. But when he had almost covered his shoulders, he laid it back. His
father-in-law was ashamed before the congregation, especially since he had often boasted of the
excellent young man he had gained for his house. Angrily he sent him a message either to begin the
prayer or leave the pulpit. But even before Levi Yitzhak was told these words, his voice suddenly
rang through the hall: "If you are versed in the teachings, if you are a hasid," he said, "then speak the
prayer!" And with this he returned to his place. His father-in-law said nothing.
But when they were at home and Levi Yitzhak sat opposite him at the festive board, his face
bright with the joy befitting the day, he could contain himself no longer and shouted: "Why did you
bring this disgrace upon me?"
The rabbi replied: "When I first put out my hand to draw the prayer shawl over my head, the
Evil Urge came and whispered in my ear: 'I want to say "Unto thee it was shown” with you!'
I asked: 'Who are you that you regard yourself worthy to do this?'
And he: 'Who are you that you regard yourself worthy to do this?'
'I am versed in the teachings,' I said. 'I too am versed in the teachings,' he replied.
I thought to put an end to this idle talk and said contemptuously, 'Where did you study?'
'Where did you study?' he countered. I told him.
'But I was right there with you,' he murmured laughingly. 'I studied there in your company!'
I pondered for a moment. 'I am a hasid,' I informed him triumphantly.
And he, unperturbed: 'I too am a hasid.'
Said I: 'To what zaddik did you travel?' And he, again echoing me: 'To whom did you travel?'
'To the holy maggid of Mezritch,' I replied. Whereupon he laughed still more derisively. 'But I
tell you that I was there with you and became a hasid just as you did. And that is why I want to say
with you, "Unto thee it was shown.”
Then I had enough of it. I left him. What else could I have done?" (Martin Buber, Tales of the
Hasidim I, p. 203)
Rabbi Yehiel Mikhal of Zlotchov agrees:
When the Evil Urge tries to tempt a person to sin, it tempts them to become all too righteous.
(Martin Buber, Tales of the Hasidim I, p. 153)
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The Reverend Dr. Howard Thurman writes:
There is a sound principle here: an idea held steadily on a point of focus in the mind tends to
express itself in action. This accounts, in part at least, for the fact that a person who has been cruelly
treated over a long time interval tends to treat others in the same way when the tables are turned. It
is not simply the desire for revenge or to take out on someone else. The explanation is more deeply
found in the fact that the sufferer has held his mind at dead center on the cruelty which he received
until his own action pattern became integrated around cruelty. Left to himself, he behaves in
accordance with the pattern that he has held steadily before his mind. This is not to argue that we
should ignore the stone in the road or the cruelty to which one is subjected. But it is to remind us
that we concentrate on either at our peril. Wise words—Where your treasure is, there is your heart
also. Obviously, if we are to escape becoming evil in our behavior we' must bring our minds to bear
upon the good and hold them there on dead center until our lives are organized on that basis. We
are living organisms; we are not things. We become like the things we love. How wonderful, because
it places so large a share of our destiny in our own hands. (Deep Is the Hunger, p 88)
The assumption that, because a thing is right or good, it will take care of itself without anything else
being done, is false. There seems to be present in life a dramatic principle that is ever alert to choke
off, to strangle, the constructively creative. Those persons who are working on behalf of the
avowedly evil in life recognize this fact and seek to utilize it to the full. Usually they proceed on the
basis of a plan, or structure of orderliness, which harnesses all available resources to the ends which
they seek. In a sense there is a recognition of the fact that the presuppositions in life are against
them and they must make up for this by extra effort and concentration. The good must be worked
at, must be concentrated upon, if it is to prevail in any short-time intervals. Religion assumes that,
ultimately, the universe itself will not sustain the evil, but it does not assume that evil will not
triumph in the short range. It is not enough to evict the devil; but something else must be put in his
place and maintained there, or else he returns, refreshed and recharged, to deliver us over to a
greater tyranny. (Deep Is the Hunger, pp. 51-52)
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Yom Kippur Morning... KODESH HAKODASHIM
(f"i:f"h `xwie) aizk `de eda` 'x
e`aa cren ld`a didi `l mc` lke
oze` 'it` ez`v cr ycwa xtkl
zence ('i:'` l`wfgi) oda aezky
..cren ld`a eidi `l mc` ipt mdipt
Rav Abahu: Is it not written,
“And no person shall come into
the Tent of Meeting when he
goes into the holy to make
atonement until he goes out”
(Lev. 16:17)? Even those about
whom it is written, “Appearance
of their faces was like a person”
(Ezekiel 1:10) (i.e., the angels),
were not in the Tent of Meeting.
(Talmud Yerushalmi Yoma 27a)

Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi writes:
From the middle to the end of the Book of the Beynoni [in the
Tanya], Reb Shneur Zalman talks about how to acquire Awe of
God and how to acquire Love of God, and in the end, he asks
about "sanctuary." Where is the sanctuary for God? In the past,
we always taught that the sanctuary is the Temple. And now
Reb Shneur Zalman wants to talk about the temple within... At
one point he says, "I'll teach you a way in which you can have
the Awe of God." So he points out that you have a little Moses
inside, and you have a Moses awareness that will get you to the
Awe of God. He says, "You want to be able to love God.
Imagine a great king who takes a poor shmegeg who hangs out on
a dunghill into his palace and there shows him great love. How
will that person respond? Will he not respond with love? And
then you start looking at all the good God has done for you. Is
it not the same situation? And should you not respond with
Love?" (Wrapped in a Holy Flame, p. 181)

Rabbi Levi Yitzhak of Berditchev speaks of
the Ark Within:
We are forbidden to think evil thoughts, for the
mind of man is the Holy of Holies. In it is the
Ark with the tablets of the law, and if he permits
evil thoughts to arise within him, he is setting an
idol up in the Temple. But when, in the midst of
praying, the zaddik is seized with great fervor,
when he kindles with flame and lifts his hands, it
is as once, when -- in the Holy of Holies -- the
cherubim pointed upward with their wings.
(Martin Buber, Tales of the Hasidim I, p. 230)

The Rev. Dr. Howard Thurman speaks of
The Inward Sea:
There is in every person an inward sea, and in
that sea there is an island and on that island
there is an altar and standing guard before that
altar is the "angel with the flaming sword."
Nothing can get by that angel to be placed upon
that altar unless it has the mark of your inner
authority. Nothing passes "the angel with the
flaming sword" to be placed upon your altar
unless it be a part of "the fluid area of your
consent." This is your crucial link with the
Eternal. (Howard Thurman, Meditations of the
Heart, p. 15)

The Reverend Dr. Howard Thurman writes:
Whenever mind of man has been uplifted; whenever I have frustrated the temptation to deny the
truth within me, or to betray a value which to me is significant; whenever I have found the despair
of my own heart and life groundless; whenever my resolutions to be a better man have stiffened in a
real resistance against some form of disintegration; whenever I have been able to bring my life under
some high and holy purpose that gives to it a greater wholeness and a greater unity; whenever I have
stood in the presence of innocence, purity, love and beauty and found my own mind chastened and
my whole self somehow challenged and cleansed; whenever for one swirling moment I have
glimpsed the distinction between good and evil courses of conduct, caught sight of something better
as I turned to embrace something worse; whenever these experiences or others like them have been
mine, I have seen God, and felt His presence winging near. (Deep Is the Hunger, p 145)
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Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi writes on The Sanctuary:
May this be their solace, to be a comfort to them.
You have a shrine room or perhaps a corner in your house where you keep your shrine—your "God
corner." That is where you keep your candles, your incense, some pictures, and these kinds of
things. Why do you put everything in this corner? Isn't God everywhere? Is there less of God in the
bathroom than in your shrine room? I say yes. Well, it is not that God is less there, but my
awareness of God may be less there. So I need to have signs that will draw me into that
consciousness. Most of the time, what we do is create external means. And that is what sacred places
are. Churches, synagogues, and temples are external means we have created in order to be able to
say, "This is where God resides." So here comes Reb Shneur Zalman, saying, "In our heart, in our
innermost being, is where God resides."...
I used to wonder, "What is it that makes a car go faster?" When I first got my driver's license, I
couldn't understand how acceleration worked and it was explained to me that when you step on the
gas, more fuel goes into the cylinder, so it makes a bigger flame inside. If the flame gets bigger, then,
boom, boom, it goes faster. So I finally got it. Now, if I would like to get the engine of my soul to go
faster, I have to light it up; I have to put in more fuel. And what is the fuel that makes it run? That
fuel seems to be the study of Torah, the fulfillment of the commandments—that is what makes that
fuel increase. When there is an increase of that fuel, it burns brighter. And when the flame burns
brighter, more space is created in the sanctuary. There is more manifestation in the sanctuary, and
there seems to be an increasing transparency... Do you see? There is sort of a gradual melting away
of the opacity that exists until the flame burns at full throttle in the heart. (Wrapped in a Holy Flame,
pp. 183-84)
Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi on “Inner Space”:
How does inner space get carved out? If I am totally living on the outside of myself, totally living in
the world of action, if I never had to experience any suffering, I would not have any space for
compassion either. In The Chosen, Chaim Potok describes the situation of a brilliant young man who
must learn compassion. He is an illui, a genius. However, precisely because he is so brilliant, he is
contemptuous of people less brilliant. So his father did something that for him was not easy to do:
he raised his son "in silence," without speaking to him in a personal way, only when studying...
[U]ltimately the father explains, "When I saw who my son would grow up to be, lacking compassion,
I knew what I had to do. Without having experienced any suffering, he wouldn't have been able to
become the Righteous Man the world needs, because he would not have that space carved out on
the inside." So the chisel with which God carves out space in our consciousness, in our compassion,
as it were, is the chisel of suffering...
The Ba’al Shem Tov says that the more conscious a person becomes of having committed a sin
out of appetite, out of not knowing better at the time, the more the person comes to realize that it
was a graver thing than previously thought. Consciousness is making the person see that. This is the
suffering that scours out the soul.
Now, in the end, the Ba'al Shem Tov says, "When the king sees that the peasant's suffering is
greater than a punishment would have caused, the king forgives the peasant." Forgiveness means
that the peasant does not have to continue grieving over his sin. One of the great teachings of
Judaism comes with Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement. It is when we go and say,"I've sinned; it's
my fault, my great fault; I've done all these bad things in my life." But after Yom Kippur comes
Sukkot, which is a celebration. So the notion is that I have to be able to celebrate after the
atonement and really believe in it. One of the things that is considered to be a great wrong is if after
I have done my penance and reconciled with God, I don't quite feel that God forgives me. That is
like saying that I can sin bigger than God can forgive. Do you hear the chutzpah in that? My sin is so
great that God is not able to forgive it. (Wrapped in a Holy Flame, pp. 42-44)
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Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi on Yom Kippur:
With the Temple gone, we no longer had that holy place to go to and find God. So where could we
find God? In the ten days between Rosh HaShanah and Yom Kippur—in other words, not in space
but in time... As Jews, it is hard for us to speak of God being incarnate in the flesh, but we do speak
of God being incarnate in time. And Yom Kippur is the clearest God-time that we have. There are
twenty-six hours of Yom Kippur (reflecting, as noted earlier, the fact that the Divine name, YHVH,
adds up to twenty-six). In other words, you add an hour before and an hour afterward to make Yom
Kippur enriched, as it were, with extra time. So you can see how God shows up in time...
(Wrapped in a Holy Flame, p. 18)
Why is the Holy of Holies also called the d’vir (i.e., like davar, “word”)?
The Midrash posits:
xEAC¦ d© W¤ mŸewÖn¦ xn© `¨ cg© e§ ,m¨lŸer¨l zŸe`vŸ§ ei zŸexA§ C¦ d© W¤ mŸewÖn¦ xn© `¨ cg© ,i`©Pi© iA¦ x©e§ `Ïg¦ iA¦ x© ,xia¦ C§ Dz̈ëk§ C¦
.m¨lŸer¨l `¥vŸei
[R]egarding the Holy of Holies (devir), Rabbi Chiya and Rabbi Yanai [disagree]: one says
from the place from which the commandments (dibrot) go out to the world, and one says
from the place from which speech (dibur) goes out to the world. (Bereshit Rabbah 55:7)
Rabbi Moshe of Kobryn says:
“When you utter a word before God, then enter into that word with every one of your
limbs.”
One of his listeners asked: “How can a big human being possibly enter into a little word?”
“Anyone who thinks himself bigger than the word,” said the zaddik, “is not the kind of
person we are talking about.” (Martin Buber, Tales of the Hasidim II, p. 169)
The Rev. Dr. Howard Thurman prayer to be a High Priest:
I will make of my life a High Priest of Truth.
I will make of my talents, whatever they are, a High Priest of Truth. This I do when I use them to
enrich life, to render life more human, to make life more gracious and personal than it would be
otherwise. I recognize that my talents may be special endowments or they may be the result of the
advantageous path along which my life has come from the beginning.
I will make of my remembering a High Priest of Truth. I purpose in my heart that I shall not use
my memory to store up those things which fester, poison and destroy my living, my life, or the living
and the life of others. I tall make it my study to preserve my soul in balance and liberty. I will use my
memory to store up the excellent things of my experience. In this way I shall lay up treasures in
Heaven.
I will make of myself a High Priest of Truth. I will recognize the supremacy of the Ideal of
Godlikeness to which more and more, by His help, I will give myself. Despite the number of times I
fail, despite all the limitations and inadequacies which beset me, by God's strength I will make of
myself a High Priest of Truth.
I will make of my life a High Priest of Truth.
(Howard Thurman, Meditations of the Heart, p. 51)
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Yizkor...

EVEN HATO’EN (the “Claimant’s Stone”)

From the Babylonian Talmud:
in lk milyexia dzid oreh oa` x"z
in lke myl dptp dcia` el dca`y
cner df myl dptp dcia` `veny
dlhepe oipniq ozepe cner dfe fixkne
oa` zgnp m` e`xe e`v epipyy `id efe
:orehd
The Sages taught in a baraita:
There was a Claimant’s Stone in
Jerusalem, and anyone who lost
an item would be directed (lit.
turned toward) there and anyone
who found a lost item would be
directed there. This finder would
stand and proclaim, and this one
would stand and give signs, and
take it. And that is the place
about which we learned in a
mishna (Ta’anit 19a): Go and see
if the Claimant’s Stone has been
washed away. (Bava Metzia 28b)

Two Torah Texts on Returning Lost Objects
from Exodus (the ox of your enemy):
xŸen£g d ¤̀ x§zÎi
¦ M¦ :Ÿel EPa¤ iW¦ Y§ aW¥ d̈ d¤rŸY ŸexŸng£ Ÿe` La¦
§ iŸ` xŸeW r©Bt§ z¦ iM¦
:ŸeOr¦ aŸf£rY© aŸfr̈ Ÿel aŸf£rn¥ Ÿ§lc©g̈e§ Ÿe`V̈n© zg© Y© uaŸ¥ x L£̀©pŸU
When you encounter your enemy’s ox or ass wandering, you
must take it back to him. When you see the ass of your
enemy lying under its burden and would refrain from raising
it, you must nevertheless raise it with him. (Exod. 23:4-5)

from Deuteronomy (the ox of your fellow or friend):
aW¥ d̈ md¤ n¥ Ÿn©
§ Nr© z§ d¦ e§ mig¦ C̈¦p ŸeiUÎz
¥ ¤̀ Ÿe` Lig¦ `¨ xŸeWÎz ¤̀ d ¤̀ x§zÎ`Ÿl
¦
KŸeYÎl ¤̀ ŸeYt§ q£̀
© e© ŸeYr§ c§©i `Ÿle§ Li¤l ¥̀ Lig¦ `¨ aŸexẅ `ŸlÎm`¦ e§ :Lig¦ `§
¨ l mai
¥ W¦ Y§
o¥ke§ ŸexŸng£©l dU£
¤ rY© o¥ke§ :Ÿel ŸezŸaW£
¥ de© ŸezŸ` Lig¦ `¨ WŸxC§ cr© LO§ r¦ dïd̈e§ Lzi¥
¤A
EPO¤ n¦ ca`Ÿ
© YÎxW£̀
¤ Lig¦ `¨ zc¥
©a£̀Îlk̈§l dU£
¤ rY© o¥ke§ Ÿez¨ln§ U§
¦ l dU£
¤ rY©
mi¦ltŸ§ p ŸexŸeW Ÿe` Lig¦ `¨ xŸen£gÎz ¤̀ d ¤̀ x§zÎ`Ÿl
¦
:m¥Nr© z§ d§¦ l lkEz
© `Ÿl Dz̈`v̈nE
§
:ŸeOr¦ miw¦ Ÿ mw¥ d̈ md¤ n¥ Ÿn©
§ Nr© z§ d¦ e§ Kx¤C¤A©
If you see your fellow’s ox or sheep gone astray, do not
ignore it; you must take it back to your fellow. If your fellow
doesn’t live near you or you don’t know who he is, you shall
bring it home and it shall remain with you until your fellow
claims it; then you shall give it back to him. You shall do the
same with his ass; you shall do the same with his garment; and shall you do the same with anything
your fellow loses and you find: you must not remain indifferent. If you see your fellow’s ass or ox
fallen on the road, do not ignore it; help him raise it. (Deut. 22:1-4)
Rabbeinu Bahya reconciles the two:
You shall not see your brother's ox or his sheep go astray (Deut. 22:1). In Exodus 23:4, a similar
verse appears, but there it states "your enemy's ox" rather than "your friend's." This teaches us that
it is not enough for you to merely return that which your enemy lost, but you must make every
effort to change that enemy into a friend. The return of your enemy's lost object should be the basis
for uprooting the hatred between you, so that by the time you have finished returning it he will be
your friend.
Zohar Atkins writes:
The health of a society may be measured by how seriously it takes the norm of reuniting lost objects
with their owners. Not only does returning a lost object require honesty and effort, but it also
requires the returner’s ability to identify the returnee on the basis of the lost object alone—to see in
what is present, who is missing... In a large, anonymous society, where objects are as interchangeable
and trivial as persons, one might have the desire to return a lost object, yet have no way of knowing
how to identify the owner. The ability to return a lost object thus means that one has a sensitivity to
one’s surroundings, that one is oriented. A society in which neighbors go the extra mile to return
each other’s lost objects is one in which the bonds of mutual care take precedent over short-sighted
egocentricity...Talmudically speaking, the failure to return a lost object that one has the ability to
return is likened to theft. But spiritually, it’s deeper. The lost object represents an aspect of the
owner’s self. Returning a lost object is not just about restoring the owner’s sense of self, it’s also a
pretext for building relationship with the person; for accompanying them in a moment of fragility,
for hearing their story.
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We lose more than objects...
A Midrash on the lost parts of our humanity:
xQ¥ g¦ W¤ mixä
¦ c§ dẌW¦ c¤bp¤M§ Ÿef e"`ë ,mŸelẄ xA© i¦e¥Nd© `c̈Ei iA¦ x© xn© `¨
,eip̈R̈ ei¦f :od¥ EN ¥̀ e§ .`ḧg̈W¤ xg© `§
© l oŸeW`x¦d̈ mc̈`¨ n¥ `Ed KExÄ WŸecT̈d©
cizr̈¤
¦ lE ...dp̈ä§lE dÖg© e§ ,oc¥
¤r o©Bn¦ cx©h¦
§ pe§ ,ux¤`¨ d̈ zŸextE
¥ ,eiÏg© e§ ,Ÿezn̈Ÿewe§
ŸeOr© xa¤ W¤ z ¤̀ 'd WŸag£ mŸeiA§ ?iz© n̈i ¥̀ e§ ...mxi¦
¨ fg£ n© `Ed KExÄ WŸecT̈d©
.`R̈x¦§i m¨lŸer lW¤ ŸezM̈n© ug© n© ,(ek ,l diryi) `R̈x¦§i ŸezM̈n© ug© nE
©
Rabbi Yehudah the Levite, the son of Shalum said: Six
things the Holy Blessed One took from Adam after
he sinned. And they are: the light in his face; his stature;
his life [i.e. immortality]; the fruit of the earth; he was
expelled from the garden of Eden; the sun and the moon...
In the future, the Holy Blessed One will restore these
things to man in the future... When? “On the day that
Adonai binds up the brokenness of God’s people, and
heals the stroke of their wound” (Isa. 30:26), i.e., when God will heal the wounds of the world (i.e.,
when the Messiah comes). (Tanhuma, Bereshit 6, Eleh Toldot)
And in the Jerusalem Talmud:
lk `l` mirehd oa` `cdc dwqir dn
on dl aqp ded dlin caen dedc o`n
liaiin ded dlin gkyn dedc lke onz
.onzl dl
What is the matter of the even
hato’im (the stone of the
wanderers/those who who err)?
Anyone who lost something would
take it from there, and anyone who
found something would bring it
there. (J Taanit 16b)

And sometimes it’s we who are lost...
Could Be Chelm:
A commentary on the Talmud adds:
There once was a man who was very stupid.
dptp dcia` ca`y in lk ,milyexia dzid oreh oa`
When he got up in the morning it was so hard for
`ivei myn ik ,oreh oa` dl exw ,c"qa l"p .myl
him to find his clothes that at night he almost
lr zekf ly dprh ,l`xyi lr aehd uilnd dlrie
hesitated to go to bed for thinking of the effort he
lawle ,l`xyi igcp uawl ,d"awd iptl l`xyi
would have on waking. One evening he finally
zaydl dnec df lkc ,daeyza l`xyi iryet
made a great effort, took paper and pencil and as
e`eai eil` dfd mewnd dpd ,uilnd xn`i ik ,dcia`
he undressed noted down exactly where he put
e`eaie elczyi mde ,dcia` aiydl dcia` iaiyn lk
everything he had on. The next morning, very
`vnp df xace ,dcia` aiydl ick fixkdl o`kl
well pleased with himself, he took the slip of paper
zayd miiwi eingxa d"awdy oky lke ,mce xyaa
in his hand and read: “cap” -- there it was, he set
l`xyi iryet lawle ,l`xyi igcp aiydl ,dcia`
it on his head; “pants” -- there they lay, he got into
:daeyza
them; and so it went until he was fully dressed.
There was a “claimant’s stone” in Jerusalem.
“That’s all very well, but now, where am I
Anyone who lost something would go there.
myself?” he asked in great consternation. “Where It was called the “claimant’s stone” because
in the world am I?” He looked and looked, but it
from there come forth and arose a good
was a vain search; he could not find himself.
counselor for Israel, who would advocate for
“And that is how it is with us,” said the rabbi.
Israel’s merit before the Holy Blessed One, to
(Martin Buber, Tales of the Hasidim II, p. 314)
gather in all the dispersed Jews, and receive
the sinners in teshuvah. For all of this is like returning a lost object. For the counselor says, “See,
this is the place to which all come all returners of the lost to return them. And they make a great
effort to come here and to call out, in order to return what is lost. And if this occurs with flesh and
blood, all the more so the Holy Blessed One in compassion establishes the return of the lost, to
bring back the dispersed Jews, and receive sinners in Teshuvah. (Sefer Benayahu ben Yehoyada on
Bava Metzia 28b)
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A favorite Elul story of Rabbi Hayyim:
A man lost his way in a great forest. After a while another lost his way and chanced on the first.
Without knowing what had happened to him, he asked the way out of the woods. ‘I don’t know,’
said the first. ‘But I can point out the ways that lead further into the thicket, and after that let us try
to find our way together.’ So, my congregation,” the rabbi concluded his story, “let us look for the
way together.” (Martin Buber, Tales of the Hasidim II, p. 213)
Two Hasidic masters on loss and return:
Rabbi Yaakov Yosef of Polonye teaches:
daeyza dz` xefgz dligz ",ayd" :dfl zekiiy jl yi ,z`f jl e`xd mpigl `l .maiyz ayd
lecbdyk ,enr miwz mwd xn`py edfe md mb daeyza mxifgdl lkez ",maiyz" jk xg`e
.ok mniwdl `ed leki f` exec iyp` mr cg`zne envr llek l`xyia
Return you shall return them. It was not in vain that they were shown to you; you
have a connection to this. “Hashev” - first you return through teshuvah, and
afterwards, “tashivem” - you will be able to return them also in teshuvah. And this is
the meaning of the verse (Deut. 22:4) “raise you shall raise with him,” when a leader
in Israel include themselves and joins with their generation, then it is possible for the
leader to uplift them thus. (Toldot Yaacov Yosef, Ki Tetze, on Deut. 22:1-3)
The Sfat Emet (R.Yehudah Aryeh Leib Alter) teaches:
envr libxn mc`yk yxtl yi .miwz mwd 'ek maiyz ayd 'ek znlrzde 'ek d`xz `l weqta
eil` aiydl egka f` .ytpd oewiza od zeinyba od .exiag ly cqtdn mlrzdl lkei `ly jk
`ed f` eay zezigtd z` leaql i"`yk bdep df oipry envr mc`a y"kne .eniwdle ezcia`
:ryep
“You shall not see... and hide yourself... You shall return him... you shall lift.” When
a person habituates himself in this way, such that he cannot ignore his friend's loss,
whether it be a physical or a spiritual loss, then he is able to truly return to him that
which was lost and elevate it. And similarly, this applies to an individual themselves,
that he will be able to bear the losses within himself. Then he may truly be
redeemed. (Ki Tetze 1878)

The Rev. Dr. Howard Thurman writes:
It is in [man’s] religious experience that he sees himself from another point of view. In a very real
sense he is stripped of everything and he stands with no possible protection from the countenance
of the Other. The things of which he is stripped are not thrown away. They are merely laid aside and
with infinite patience they are seen for what they are. It is here that the great decision is made as to
what will be kept and what will be discarded. A man may take a whole lifetime to put away a
particular garment forever. The new center is found, and it is often like giving birth to a new self…
There need not be only one single rebirth, but again and again a man may be reborn until at last
there is nothing that remains between him and God. (Essential Writings p 44)
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Yom Kippur Minchah... THE VALLEY OF THE DRY BONES
Ezekiel 37:1-14
i¦p¥gi¦pi§ e© ii ÆgEÆx
© a§ i¦p³¥̀ vŸ¦ eI©e iiÎc©i ‹i©lr̈ d´z̈§id̈`
:zŸenv̈£
« r d¬¨`¥ln§ `i¦de§ d®¨
rw§ A¦ d© KŸeźA§
zŸeA³ x© d¥̧Pd¦ e§ ai®¦aq̈ | ai´¦aq̈ m¤di¥l£r i¦pxi
¬© a¡
¦ rd¤ e§a
:cŸ`« n§ zŸeW
¬ a¥ i§ d¥Pd¦ e§ dr̈½ w§ A¦ d© í¥pRÎl
§ r© ÆcŸ`n§
zŸeńv̈£rd̈ dp̈i¤ig§ z£
¦ d mc̈¾ `Îo
¨ A¤ i©l½ ¥̀ xn`´
¤ ŸIe©b
c
xn`´
¤ ŸIe© :Ÿr§ c̈« ï d¬Ÿ`© ii i¬p̈Ÿc£̀ xnŸ¾© `ë d¤N®¥̀ d̈
´Ÿx§n© `¨ e§ d¤N®¥̀ d̈ zŸeńv̈£rd̈Îlr© `¥aP̈d¦ i©l½ ¥̀
:iiÎxa© C§ Ern§ W¦ zŸeW½ a§
¥ id© ÆzŸenv̈£rd̈ mdi¥
¤½ l£̀
i¹p¦ £̀ d¥̧Pd¦ d¤N®¥̀ d̈ zŸenv̈£
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The hand of Adonai came upon me. God took me out by
the spirit of Adonai and set me down in the valley. It was full
of bones. 2God led me all around them; there were very many
of them spread over the valley, and they were very dry. 3God
said to me, “O mortal, can these bones live again?” I replied,
“O Lord God, only You know.” 4And God said to me,
“Prophesy over these bones and say to them: O dry bones,
hear the word of Adonai! 5Thus said the Lord God to these
bones: I will cause breath to enter you and you shall live
again. 6I will lay sinews upon you, and cover you with flesh,
and form skin over you. And I will put breath into you, and
you shall live again. And you shall know that I am Adonai!”
1

I prophesied as I had been commanded. And while I was
prophesying, suddenly there was a sound of rattling, and the
bones came together, bone to matching bone. 8I looked, and
there were sinews on them, and flesh had grown, and skin
had formed over them; but there was no breath in them.
9Then God said to me, “Prophesy to the breath, prophesy, O
mortal! Say to the breath: Thus said the Lord God: Come, O
breath, from the four winds, and breathe into these slain, that
they may live again.”
7

I prophesied as God commanded me. The breath entered
them, and they came to life and stood up on their feet, a vast
multitude. 11And God said to me, “O mortal, these bones are
the whole House of Israel. They say, ‘Our bones are dried up,
our hope is gone; we are doomed.’ 12Prophesy, therefore, and
say to them: Thus said the Lord God: I am going to open
your graves and lift you out of the graves, O My people, and
bring you to the land of Israel. 13You shall know, O My
people, that I am Adonai, when I have opened your graves
and lifted you out of your graves. 14I will put My breath into
you and you shall live again, and I will set you upon your own
soil. Then you shall know that I Adonai have spoken and
have acted”—declares Adonai.
10

Zohar I, 6b
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In the thirtieth year, on the fifth
day of the fourth month, when I
was in exile by the River K’var,
the heavens opened and I saw
visions of God.
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This is what Scripture means by “And I was in the midst of
the exile” (Ezekiel 1:1) -- the level called “I” was in the midst
of the exile. Why? “By the river Kevar” -- by the river that
used to flow but whose waters and eddies have ceased and it
does not flow as it used to do.
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Yehuda Halevi argues:
The Sage: The root of all wisdom was deposited in the Ark…as it is
said: “Put it in the side of the ark of the covenant of the Lord your
God” (Deut. 31:26). From there went forth a twofold wisdom,
firstly, the scriptural knowledge, whose bearers were the priests;
secondly, the prophetic knowledge which was in the hands of the
prophets. Both classes were, so to speak, the people's watchful
advisers… They, therefore, represent the head of the people.
Al Khazari: So you are today a body without either head or
heart.
The Sage: You speak rightly, but we are not even a body, only
scattered limbs, like the “dry bones” which Ezekiel saw [in his
vision] (Ezekiel 37). These bones, however, O king of the Khazars,
which have retained a trace of vital power, having once been the seat
of a heart, brain, breath, soul, and intellect, are better than certain
bodies formed of marble and plaster, endowed with heads, eyes,
ears, and all limbs, in which never dwelt the spirit of life... (The
Kuzari 2:28, tr. by Zohar Atkins)

The Kotzker Rebbe’s
responds to a miracle
worker:
The Kotzker was told that
it was said that a particular
tzaddik had the power to
raise the dead. He
answered: to bring the
dead to life, this is a matter
for the blessed Holy One.
A tzaddik needs to bring
the living to life.
Rabbi Mikhal, speaking
after his death in a dream
to Rabbi Zevi Hirsch of
Zhydatchov, says:
Know that from the
moment I died, I have been
wandering from world to
world. And the world
which yesterday was spread
over my head as Heaven, is
today the earth under my
feet, and the Heaven of
today is the earth of
tomorrow.

The Reverend Dr. Howard Thurman writes:
There is a fallow time for the spirit when the soil is barren because
of sheer exhaustion. It may come unannounced like an overnight
visitor "passing through." It may be sudden as a sharp turn-in on an
unfamiliar road. It may come at the end of a long, long period of
strenuous effort in handling some slippery in-and-out temptation
that fails to follow a pattern. It may result from the plateau of
tragedy that quietly wore away the growing edge of alertness until
nothing was left but the exhausted roots of aliveness. The general
climate of social unrest, of national and international turmoil, the
Rabbi Simha Bunam
falling of kingdoms, the constant, muted suffering of hungry men
says:
and starving women and children on the other sides of the oceans,
“A person is always passing
all these things may so paralyze normal responses to life that a blight through two doors: out of
settles over the spirit leaving all the fields of interest withered and
this world and into the
parched. It is quite possible that spreading oneself so thin with too
next, and out and in again.”
much going "to and fro" has yielded a fever of activity that saps all
(Martin Buber, Tales of the
energy, even from one's surplus store, and we must stop for the
Hasidim II, p. 250)
quiet replenishing of an empty cupboard. Perhaps too much anxiety,
a too-hard trying, a searching strain to do by oneself what can never be done that way, has made
one's spirit seem like a water tap whose washer is worn out from too much pressure. But withal
there may be the simplest possible explanation: the rhythmic ebb and flow of one's powers, simply
this and nothing more. Whatever may be the reasons, one has to deal with the fact. Face it! Then
resolutely dig out dead roots, clear the ground, but don't forget to make a humus pit against the time
when some young or feeble plants will need stimulation from past flowerings in your garden. Work
out new designs by dreaming daring dreams and great and creative planning. The time is not
wasted. The time of fallowness is a time of rest and restoration, of filling up and replenishing. It is
the moment when the meaning of all things can be searched out, tracked down and made to yield
the secret of living. Thank God for the fallow time!
(Deep Is the Hunger, pp 89-90)
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Ne’ilah...

BEYOND THE GATES (some final thoughts)

The Talmud Envisions the Heavenly Realms:
riwx oelie od el`e dray xn` l"x Reish Lakish said: There are seven firmaments, and they are as
zeaxr oekn oern leaf miwgy follows: Vilon, Rakia, Shehakim, Zevul, Ma’on, Makhon, and
Aravot.
qpkp `l` melk ynyn epi` oelie 1) Vilon, curtain, is the firmament that does not contain
mei lka ycgne ziaxr `veie zixgy anything, but enters at morning and departs in the evening, and
... ziy`xa dyrn renews the act of Creation daily...
zelfne miakek dpale dng eay riwx 2) Rakia is the one in which the sun, moon, stars, and zodiac
... oireaw signs are fixed...
on zepgehe zecner miigx eay miwgy 3) Shehakim, heights, is the one in which mills stand and grind
miwicvl manna for the righteous....
gafne ycwnd ziae milyexi eay leaf
aixwne cner lecbd xyd l`kine iepa
dpa (bi ,g ` mikln) xn`py oaxw eilr
minler jzayl oekn jl leaf zia izipa
,bq ediryi) aizkc miny ixwi`c olpne
jycw leafn d`xe minyn had (eh
jzx`tze

4) Zevul, abode, is the location of the heavenly Jerusalem and
the heavenly Temple, and there the heavenly altar is built, and
the angel Michael, the great minister, stands and sacrifices an
offering upon it, as it is stated: “I have surely built a house of
Zevul for You, a place for You to dwell forever” (I Kings
8:13). And from where do we derive that Zevul is called
heaven? As it is written: “Look down from heaven and see,
from Your holy and glorious abode [Zevul]” (Isaiah 63:15).

zxyd ik`ln ly zezik eay oern 5) Ma’on, habitation, is where there are groups of ministering
iptn meia zeyge dlila dxiy zexne`y angels who recite song at night and are silent during the day
l`xyi ly oceak out of respect for Israel, in order not to compete with their
songs...
cxa zexve`e bly zexve` eay oekn
milb` ziilre mirx millh ziilre
ly dxrne [dxrqe] dteq ly dxcge
mixac) xn`py y` odizezlce xehiw
aehd exve` z` jl 'd gzti (ai ,gk

6) Makhon, dwelling place, is where there are storehouses of
snow and storehouses of hail, and the upper chamber of
harmful dews, and the upper chamber of drops, and the room
of tempests and storms, and the cave of mist. And the doors of
all these are made of fire. How do we know that there are
storehouses for evil things? For it is stated: “The Lord will
open for you His good storehouse, the heavens”
(Deuteronomy 28:12), which indicates the existence of a
storehouse that contains the opposite of good.

miig ifpb dwcve htyn wcv eay zeaxr
ly oznype dkxa ifpbe mely ifpbe
cizry zenype zegexe miwicv
zeigdl d"awd cizry lhe ze`xaidl
mizn ea

7) Aravot (skies) contains tzedek (righteousness), justice;
tzedakah; the treasuries of life; the treasuries of peace; the
treasuries of blessing; the souls of the righteous; the
spirits and souls that are to be created; and the dew that
the Holy Blessed One will use to revive the dead.
(Chagigah 12b)
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And One More Treasury:
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© ox¨tŸ§ eq
Rabbi Shimon ben Pazi said that Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi said in the name of Bar Kappara:
Anyone who sheds tears over an upright person, the Holy Blessed One counts their tears and places
them in the Divine treasury, as it is stated: “You have counted my wanderings, put my tears into
your bottle, are they not in your book?” (Psalms 56:9). (Talmud Bavli, Shabbat 105b)
The Vorker Rebbe adds: A Yom Kippur machzor not stained with tears is like a Haggadah not
stained with wine; you can tell it hasn't been used.
How Do We Open the Gates? The Talmud says, when it’s not about you:
WTi
¥ A¦ ,WC̈w§ O¦ d© zi¥A z ¤̀ dŸnŸlW§ dp̈ÄW¤ M§
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When Solomon built the Temple, he sought to bring the Ark
into the Holy of Holies. The gates clung together. Solomon
uttered twenty-four songs of praise, but he was not answered.
He began and said: “Lift up your heads, O you gates, and be
you lifted up, you everlasting doors; that the King of glory may
come in” (Psalms 24:7). [The gates] ran after him to swallow
him, saying, “Who is the King of glory?” (Psalms 24:8). He said
to them: “Adonai strong and mighty, Adonai mighty in battle”
(Psalms 24:8).
He tried again saying, “Lift up your heads, O you gates, lift
them up, you everlasting doors; that the King of glory may
come in. Who then is the King of glory? Adonai Tzeva’ot; He
is the King of glory. Selah” (Psalms 24:9–10), but he was not
answered.
When he said: “O Adonai Elohim, turn not away the face of
Your anointed; remember the good deeds of David Your
servant” (II Chronicles 6:42). He was immediately answered...
(Shabbat 20a)

Some final inspiration from the Rev. Dr. Howard Thurman:
The insight of the spiritual ["Jacob's Ladder"] is… that each man must face the figure at the top of
the ladder. There is a goal. It is some kind of climax to human history. Every man must come to
terms with the ultimate problem. How does he relate to something that is final in existence? In one
way or another God and the human spirit must come together. Whatever things in life you believe to
be true and valid, you and they must sit together in the solitude of your own spirit; and when you do
what is on the agenda no form of pretension has any standing there. Even your most vaunting
ambition may seem in such a moment to be filthy rags. The one searching item with which you have
to deal is, how have you lived your life in the knowledge of your truth? This may not occur for the
individual at the time of his dying, or at a moment of crisis, but as you turn the corner today in your
own road, suddenly it is upon you. We are all climbing Jacob's ladder, and every round goes higher
and higher. All who recognize this as a living part of their experience join with those early
destiny-bound singers who marched through all the miseries of slavery confident that they could
never be entirely earth-bound. (Essential Writings pp 132-33)
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It may seem to be splitting hairs to say that Destiny is what a man does with his fate. Fate is given;
Destiny is won. Fate is the raw materials of experience. They come uninvited and often
unanticipated. Destiny is what a man does with these raw materials. A man participates in his fate
almost as a spectator or perhaps as a victim; he does not call the tunes. It is important to make clear
that this is only an aspect of human experience. To ignore the margin of experience that seems to be
unresponsive to any private will or desire is disastrous. To ascribe responsibility for all the things
that happen to one to some kind of fate is equally disastrous. It is quite reasonable to say that there
are forces in life that are set in motion by something beyond the power of man to comprehend or
control. The purpose of such forces, their significance, what it is that they finally mean for human
life, only God knows. The point at which they touch us or affect us cannot be fully understood.
Why they affect us as they do, what they mean in themselves, we do not know. Sometimes they
seem like trial and error, like accidents, like blind erratic power that is without conscience or
consciousness, only a gross aliveness. To say that those forces are evil or good presupposes a
knowledge of ends which we do not have. The point at which they affect our lives determines
whether we call them good or evil. This is a private judgment that we pass upon a segment of our
primary contact with the forces of life. Out of this contact we build our destiny. We determine what
we shall do with our circumstances. It is here that religion makes one of its most important
contributions to life. It is a resource that provides strength, stability and confidence as one works at
one's destiny. It gives assurance of a God who shares in the issue and whose everlasting arms are
always there. (Deep Is the Hunger, 42-43)
There is something incomplete about coming to the end of anything. This is true even though it may
be the close of something for the end of which we have longed for many days, or even years. There
is the end of a long siege of illness, when the surge of new strength and vigor pervades one's entire
body and the mind begins to pick up a fresh attack upon the world of men and things. The days in
bed, the routine of the sick room, the frequent and periodic visits of the doctor, the solicitation of
friends and loved ones, the silent watches, the night with the voices that can be heard only when
"day is done"; all these have become a part of life's pattern. But this is over. There is the end of a
voyage after days on board ship. The endless promenading on the deck, the long, lazy afternoons,
the unique smell of the cabin, the new friends, the storms, the circuitous fascination of the sea, all
this is behind at voyage-end. There is the end of friendship. The early days when affection was
tender and the hours of anxiety during new unfoldings were safely passed; the period when tokens
of testing were everywhere; the moments of mounting ecstasy when the sheer joy of aliveness
overflowed, feeding all the valleys of the soul; the long days of tranquility when nothing happened
because one had seeped quietly through all open things; then the end—no sharp break, no vast
upheaval, only the quiet closing, one by one, of doors. There is something incomplete about coming
to the end of anything. Even the end of life does not seem final, notwithstanding one's attitude
toward life after death. The fact is, one never comes to the end of anything. Something always
remains, some deposit, some residue that mingles with the stream of one's life forever. In a sense,
there can never be an end of anything; something remains. This is what is meant by the words
Tennyson placed on the lips of Ulysses: "I am a part of all that I have met." True also is it that all I
have met is a part of me, forever. (Deep Is the Hunger, pp 132-33)
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